Steps for conducting Spellathon at your school:

1. School will circulate campaign's information for registration of students - Early Years to Grade 8.
2. List of enrolled students and the amount collected will then be transferred to WWF-Pakistan's bank account.
3. After registration, each registered student will get a Spellathon booklet for preparation of test.
4. Students are given a period of two weeks for the preparation of Spellathon test.
5. Focal persons at each school/campus will take at least a 50 word test from students, selected words for test will be provided by WWF-Pakistan's team.
6. Test details will then be forwarded to WWF-Pakistan.
7. WWF-Pakistan team will distribute gifts and participation certificate among registered students.
8. Focal persons/teachers involved in activity would be awarded with an acknowledgement certificate from WWF-Pakistan.